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Abstract 

This thesis treats the coherent interaction of light quantum 

with a crystal, taking proper account of the mutual interactions of 

the individual scatterers. Of particular interest is the case of 

resonant scattering. 

Using the Feynman approach to quantum electrodynamics, we first 

develop the general ideas with one- and two-particle systems. The 

major results are then presented in sections V and VI. 

In section V we derive a general quantum expression governing 

the coherent optical properties of an N particle system: 

(i) — (#_ cer^yA£r- *4/*.)(*l (*/) + £ 

(II) /iJfA) + £ 

Here is the steady state particle excitation amplitude, 

s) is a response factor, is the coupling constant 

of the particle to the field, and is the photon amplitude at R. 

In section VI we use these results to treat resonant optics. It 

is found that at certain well defined frequencies and angles, the 

interactions among the resonators can lead to a greatly enhanced 



coherent width, and therefore to suppression of incoherent processes 

such as inelastic scattering and absorption. It will be shown that 

for certain conditions, this width enhancement causes anomolously 

high transmission or reflection. 
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I. Introduction 

This work treats the interaction of light quantum with a crystal, 

taking proper account of the mutual interactions of the individual 

scatterers composing the crystal. Of particular interest is the case 

of coherent resonant scattering. 

Although in the x-ray case there is usually no well-defined reso¬ 

nance frequency due to the broad energy band structure of the solid, 

the establishment of the intense, non Doppler broadened Mossbauer 

radiation with extremely sharp spectral lines gives the possibility 

of performing nuclear diffraction experiments with gamma radiation in 

resonance with the nuclei. 

A correct classical treatment was first given by Trammell^ 

^ G.T. Trammell, Gamma Ray Diffraction by Resonant Nuclei, 

"Chemical Effects of Nuclear Transformations," International 

Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1961. 

(2) 
and subsequently by Myzikarsh. Much of the work of this thesis 

is based on the paper^ and on unpublished notes of Dr. Trammell. 
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For the quantum case, we first derive the correct one- and two- 

particle resonance formulas, and then directly extend the results to 

obtain the N-particle scattering equations. 

At this point it is useful to summarize the classical treatment 

of single atom scattering and the non resonant quantum approximation 

in order to gain insight into the inadequacy of the quantum expression 

and the connections necessary. 

Non resonant scattering can be treated very easily both classic¬ 

ally and quantum mechanically. The classical model is the scattering 

light by an oscillator with characteristic frequency cu0 . The force 

equation is which has the solution 

0) x — 
— tco € 

C^o3-- &1-) 

The emitted radiation field with transverse polarization is 

(*.) e'- x(*ix x)]. 

— X ^ J. -g   / • ^'a ) 
Un<T*/ ( X 7 

\ 
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and for the intensity distribution 

<3> 

&> -? = ir*(-£#0 ( T£S=Z‘Y) 

I 

In quantum mechanics, the non resonant scattering can be treated 

by time dependent perturbation theory. The Z>/*/*c relativistic 

Hamiltonian for a particle in a potential V , interacting with 

radiation is 

(s) = C*.\/ -t + **y3) $$(*****'+ *« •****) * 

H + H "f* H 
atom interaction radiation 

atom + radiation 
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tt"l 
For scattering from the K to the K* state, the following 

absorption and emission processes contribute: 

/SSSOA* : <Va; ■■ *w\ #zU*r, ■ ■ 

> 

<*‘X\ 
/vajoArr/o* : <V?z * . - - /^-ij /rt^, • • I ) a.; - - • — vZT* vJ5^ (*■* '/HCL 

/iSSo**7’'0* • ■' /***,♦*/'•) >■■' /W'«/“ vS*1 -tte'i.** \ a./n 

£/*/ss/o* </n‘, , \A/Z\ a.) /n„, /**„•'> - 

The amplitude for the scattering process in lowest order is then 

yrta 

») At - fr ft- l 

By Fermifs golden rule the transition probability for scattering into 

solid angle ^-Q. is 

(7) = IMU*(£ZiZ&) = (>«■!->«) 

Examining the denominators of the scattering amplitude, we see 

that ifcf both the classical and quantum cases the denominators vanish 

at resonance, and hence these expressions become infinite. The inade- 

\ 

quacy of these results to represent the scattering amplitude near 
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resonance stems from the fact that they do not take into account the 

self action of the scattering particle. 

In the classical case, the equation of motion must be supplemented 

X ••• 

by the radiation reaction T c-* ^ which has the effect of 

replacing the amplitude (1) by X - where /= 

The emitted radiation field with polarization is 

(3) C' £ — -=^ —/€'£.\ - /* Y*>•](■*■**'’) *'.* 

and the scattering cross section is 

fft\ rY — .ff* ^ A*- —L — 
W) Jc * • + A C*>-*>y+Usf Cco; 

37T ,a. YX 
K 

/?OA OJ^CAJ 

JZ** Cu* 
As long as \cox-eo^\ **> ^ —3 the radiation reaction is negligible 

compared to the applied force and the previous expressions are valid. 

A 4* 

For the emission from a •£ ore-c excited oscillator, X +• Y X + Co* X = O 

with the well known results 

/ \ V- y -iX? (/o) X - X0 _e for the amplitude 

(//) bV'- Wa -JZ 
-Yt 

for the oscillator energy 

averaged per period 

(/i) Jsu,) = X. -r-L 
for the spectral distributor 

of emitted intensity 
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These relations show that Y characterizes several things about 

the system. From equation (9) it is seen that / is the half width 

for the scattered radiation. From (10) it follows that Y is the life 

time of a free system, and from (12) we see that Y is the spectral 

width for emission. 

Another important fact is seen from relation (9). Far from reso- 

2 
nance the amplitude of the scattered wave is on the order of e , the 

coupling constant of the electron to the EM field, but at resonance the 

v 2 
amplitude ~ and is independent of e . Thus at resonance the amplitude 

2 
must be a series of higher order approximations in e which is summable 

2 
in closed form in such a manner as to eliminate the e dependence. 

From the classical discussion we see several reasons why the 

quantum approximation (6) fails to give a resonance description. In 

2 
the first place, approximation (6) is only of first order in e , but 

at resonance the higher order terms must be considered. Also the Fermi 

transition rate is only valid for times during which the initial con¬ 

ditions are not appreciably altered [see Chap. 20, Merzbacher]. Thus 

we do not expect this approximation to be satisfactory for cases where 
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damping phenomena are important. This fact is also brought out by 

applying Heisenberg's principal to relation (&): 

<k ~r 
+*o-) — 

where T is the time that the intermediate state can be expected to last. 

At resonance T —» oo which says phyad-t>fldil-y that the intermediate state 

|/*> will last an infinite time. But physically we know that l*i> will 

have a finite lifetime . Thus it is only for (^ +*o 

that the Fermi approximation is valid. 

A correct quantum mechanical treatment of damping, natural line 

breadth, and resonance fluorescence was first given by Wigner and 

(3) 
Weisskopf and a more modern adaption of this method has been given 

(3) 
V. Weisskopf and E. Wigner, Zs. f. Phys. (1930) 54; ibid, _65 

(1930) 18. 

by Heitler, 
(4) 

The approach used in both of these references is to 

(4) 
W. Heitler, Quantum Theory of Radiation, Oxford, 1960. 

develop a more accurate solution for the Schroedinger equation which 

is valid for all times. The methods are rather detailed mathematically 
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and will not be outlined. Another very direct method of solving 

damping phenomena problems is obtained using Feynman techniques of 

quantum electrodynamics. This is the approach that we shall use. We 

shall first solve the single atom resonance fluorescence and then 

extend the techniques to two- and multi-atom processes. Before 

proceeding to these considerations, we give a brief discussion of the 

Feynman space-time approach to electrodynamics. 
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II. Summary of Feynman Techniques 

Quantum electrodynamics, or the interaction of radiation with 

matter, can be approached by several methods. The usual approach is 

to proceed through the quantization of the radiation field, second 

quantization of the particle fields, and then employ the S-matrix 

expansion to calculate the quantum amplitudes of various interactions. 

However, Feynman^ and others have developed a "space-time11 approach 

(5) 
R.P. Feynman, Quantum Electrodynamics, Benjamin 1962. 

to electrodynamics which is essentially a Greens function method. 

Once the Greens functions, or propagators, are known, the calculation 

of transition probabilities is very straightforward, and the amplitudes 

can be written down following rather simple rules. For more practical 

problems in which one is interested in employing the techniques of 

quantum electrodynamics, the rules can be accepted as an axiomatic 

foundation from which to start. This approach is simpler mathe¬ 

matically and seems more physically intuitive. 
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In scattering problems we are interested in calculating the 

probabilities of transition from a given initial state to various 

final states. As shown by Feynman and others, Q.E.D. scattering 

processes can be represented diagrammatically and the scattering 

amplitude for a given process is a product of factors, each of which 

corresponds to a particular part of the diagram. In this paper, the 

following amplitudes will be used. 

Interaction Amplitude factor in 
coordinate space 

Diagram 

1 r 
1 

1 II 

l 
atom (nucleus in i 
ground state ai | 

&A(x,t) = 

atom in excited state.jb (x,t) I II 
vertex with external | 
lines of absorbed photon, i 

«b , 

^ (tjz) y^f jjj, Cxj't) 

X - /( X- ATX 2 : A 
\ 

vertex with external 
lines of emitted photon, 1 

*.• K ' 
1 

t) Yj JL* * (Xjt) 

: K 
i 
i 

internal atomic 1 
propagator j /<+(*,/)= £ 1 

: I 

1 
internal (virtual) 
photon propagator SAD = Sj}x 

1 _ 

l 

I 
i J (/<x

+ ££)(**)* 
T-JT!A THTTTerr 

i 

1 

For a derivation of these amplitudes and propagators, the reader can 

refer to Feynman's articles. 

Also nThe Theory of Positions,” R.P. Feynman, Phys. Rev. 7_6, No. 6, 167; 
”Space-Time Approach to Quantum Electrodynamics,” R.P. Feynman, Phys. 
Rev. 76, No. 6, 178. 
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III. Single Particle Resonance Scattering 

We first consider the scattering of resonant radiation from a 

single particle. For the nuclear system, we consider the simple model 

consisting of two states -- a ground state ji, and an excited state b. 

From the classical treatment, we know that in order to obtain 

the correct resonance description, we must include the terms of higher 

2 
order in (e ). The amplitudes of the higher order processes can be 

obtained very directly using the time dependent Feynman development. 

(A) Decay rate. We first calculate the quantum amplitude for decay. 

That is, the amplitude £(t) that an excited state I at t = 0 

will still be excited at a later time t. The important diagrams 

contributing to this amplitude are the self energy diagrams: 

allow energy conservation in the intermediate state. We neglect the 

t 

where the atom jumps 

from b to a in emission 

Fig. 1 

of a virtual photon. 

These are "resonant" 

processes since they 

the contribution of such terms as (a), (b): 
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) 
2 

We keep only those amplitudes consisting of zero on one photon 

in the field at a given time, and which allow energy conservation. The 

terms (a) and (b) include the coulomb contribution to the energy of the 

excited level, but make a negligible contribution to the life time of 

the level. 

It will be seen that the /siPt-ACG transform Qf 

is the quantity we need to solve for the scattering and emission 

amplitude. We therefore solve for directly and then obtain 

dCt) by inversion. 

In order to keep the presentation as simple as possible, we put 

the detailed integrations in appendix (A), and present only the results: 

^ ?o 

The amplitude for the propogation of 0> 

to (X/t) with no virtual emission-absorption 

<&/CXjt)\/f/(+(xit; x0to)\4^*/ 

L1 i 
* 5 
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TT 

<£> 

0 

For one virtual emission-absorption: 

^ ^ (tit) 1/3 A+ (x} t * -0 5+ (&) l) (3> /) A^. (V; o) I 

= - '77?]+ 

r, * = «+/-*,) 

(s)L7! ('s') 

We can proceed in this manner, calculating the amplitudes of the higher 

2 
order e processes, and summing the results. However, an easier method 

is to form an integral equation which can be derived directly from the 

diagrams: 

/ft) =■ / + <fft) 

G-+ o 

0) 
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We recall that 

(s-d vs({*'-<-rt-f) 

(s-ier) 

Therefore 

T<'4m-*,f/j1k,X(4 i//ix4>(r-t&M-jrre) = 

where 

6; 

" (%-■ ~ ^ie ~ G* / f 

CL) 

Finally 

/ ~ i - y t - y * 

~ —  = ^ <4 K •* N A X<1 < 

(3) SOc') = 
- s'-•*• 4s ^^y-<c-«0 

The quantity -&A£ is actually divergent, but after renormal¬ 

ization the result is finite (Lamb shift). This small self energy 

shift will be neglected below. For further discussion one may consult 

Feynman^ or Heitler. ^ The real part, ^ , is finite, and as we 
(4) 

shall see, gives the decay rate. 

To solve for SttOwe invert (3) 

o4 

&) Set) =   
*** J <r-C4-, 

-06 

^4-f- - c)* 

■&-/>£&)+ •4#r) 
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Cff/ro***) * 
Assuming (4Tp£€) , ) then to good 

approximation we have only a simple pole at £ ~ j + -4^ + ] 

and the system decays as 

(s) -* 

For the total system of atom + radiation, the state i %«)> develops as 

fc) \?o:)> = ue je l^>la> + Z C(x;t)\<fi^\« > 

From (5) and (6) we see explicitly that A £ gives the energy level 

p 
shift and is the decay rate. However, it has been pointed out by 

Dr. Trannell that A&te) ■+ £ PCc) ~J cannot be an 

analytic function with only simple poles, but instead must contain a 

branch point. For large times t, the exponential decay is no longer 

an accurate description, but instead the system will decay as an 

inverse power of t. For a detailed treatment of non-exponential 

/£\ 

decay, one should refer to Dr. Trammells article. J 
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(b) Evaluation of r 

Before proceeding to resonance fluorescence, we examine the 

radiation width r,CMe-£^') explicitly: 

0) 1/•<*,-<.) = J■^z- ^e/i^> 

= (^tr JUS*<??)<*-&) 

= * <&?«</?)'> 

where \J£O£U jg? $4?) *s t*ie matrix element of the 

interaction current. 

Also, « i&>y 
«■ ** J/% l<* \ #c\^>1 V-a 

= 

That is, F is the total rate of transition from state b (since only 

two states a, b), 

Making the transition to the dipole case 

V — ^ 

r 
'rz* A* Ktfl %>/* JUT/*' 

~ ~£ 3 \<« |K I /> l*• 

Using the S.H.O. dipole matrix elements 

(s) r J. 
3 smc* 

which agrees with the classical result. 



^
X

W
W

W
l 
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(C) Resonance Fluorescence; ' 

We turn now to single atom resonant coherent scattering. The 

important diagrams are 

Lr'*' ,1/’ 

/I 
This amplitude can be computed directly. However, in order to parallel 

the multiparticle treatment we define 

&) = steady state amplitude that the nucleus is 

excited at time t 

/ & * U \ f £ y . * 

— 06 

ii? fa. ) —£    

s <r ^ 

r- -*■ 

where (10) a* s*'X J** is the Feynman vector potential 

ACu of the incident photon 

iS ^ matrix element of the 

nuclear interaction current 
d'/r-x 

operator (due to absorptions ), 
. . 
is the current matrix 

- <s/<r>K 
element due to emission S 
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The scattering amplitude is then 

(12) S = ^ ^ 

= *0 _ 

/er- -A*y - <£ 

From this result we obtain the transition probability per unit time 

(13) tcsfA") = **r)S\*‘/°„.c(CL — 

_ -a ^ I I 

[C/f, -£■<)- A*rT ■+ CS)* 
Hence for the intensity distribution of energy radiated per unit 

time we have 

(14) — ■g^- ) U£ *l\-Zs*-)*#. 

2V'- ]*■* Ck.r 

And finally, for the scattering cross section we have 

as) s' = -r 150 z0 
A7T_£j£- - ; 

C*'- ■+(%) 

Results (12) - (15) correspond closely to the classical calcu¬ 

lations. We see that the scattered radiation is monochromatic with 
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half width At resonance while off resonance Z7 * 

Except near resonance ^ )/c"- ->6*) | , and the 

scattering amplitude reduces to the time dependent perturbation cal¬ 

culation given in the introduction. This result can also be obtained 

from the first order Feynman diagram. 

(D) Emission 

The emission spectrum can be obtained easily from the above results: 

(E) Comparison with the Classical Equation 

Before considering the two particle system, we return to equation 

(9) and compare this to the classical equation of motion 

The resulting intensity distribution is 

JCAr'-&,-£k)-A*rlX + ('%)*’ 

(18) 
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where r is the vibrational amplitude of a linear oscillator, and 

is the component of the incident field in the direction. 

For resonance, ^ Cu0 , and (18) reduces to 

(18)' 

The corresponding quantum equation is 

(9) [/<r- - A* ? = {/*s *0 

Making the dipole transition, 

(19) (// 

—* -« \//rZ. ( 

• s- 0 
But ^^f Therefore 

and 

(21) 9 — S 

Thus we see that the quantum amplitude of excitation corresponds to 

the classical amplitude of vibration. 
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IV. Two-Particle System 

The solution of the two particle-radiation system brings out the 

major feature of the multiparticle-radiation system, and the results 

can be generalized immediately to the N atom case. In particular we 

will see that the mutual interactions between the particles can greatly 

change the radiation width and energy level shift of the system from 

the isolated nuclear width and shift calculated in the last section. 

For the two particle system, in addition to the single particle 

virtual processes, we must consider the exchange of virtual photons 

between the particles: 

It is important to allow -- that is, to 

consider the contribution of the intermediate quantum 

state having both particles excited and one photon 

in the field, or one particle excited and two 

Fig. 4 

photons in the field. The contribution of these 

states gives an important short range correction. 

We consider the particles to be located at = O , X inter¬ 

acting with a monochromatic field I X> . Then the steady state 
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amplitude 
T# 

that the ^ nucleus is excited at t is equal to the 

amplitude that a photon is absorbed directly from the field plus the 

total amplitude for being excited by an exchange photon: 

s ) 

Fig. 5 

•y&) ' 

r 

Inserting the propogations and interaction amplitudes and carrying 

out the integration as shown in appendix C, we obtain the simple pair 

of coupled equations 

a) 41 =m 4/a)(■+2&>) 

or the equivalent matrix equation 

(I)' 
//a. av(*r*i) 

Otar) 
^Q) 

£(*•> 

where (2) ^ |-e < > is the matrix element of the 

current due to absorption 

( JZ ) of a quantum 

y y j I . — £ JC'X . . 

<3> l<4> is the matrix element of the 

current due to emission e 
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(4) /*;<*,) - 
<r' 

= 

is the Feynman vector potential 

for the absorption of an inci¬ 

dent photon 

<k*r) 
(5) ^ 

is the retarded four vector 

potential at R. due to a unit 

. . 1 ,*£ 
emission current ^u at R 

In equation (I)1 we have also used the relation 

. j~r 

Equation (I) or (I)1 is our basic equation for two particle 

scattering of radiation. Moreover, as we shall see in section (D), we 

can extend the equation to treat emission. 

Examining euqation (I)1, we see a close resemblance to the 

Heisenberg representation of the wave equation, with Hamiltonian 

( \ 
and wave vector ( J The inhomogeneous 

term QL *:) arises because the state vector describes only 

the particle state of our total system of particles + radiation. 
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Once the excitation amplitudes 9^^ are known, the amplitude for 

—» 

finding a photon at an arbitrary point is 

ax) />„&) = d*'*+ 1 *<)?*' 
\ 

We define A v (R) as the total photon amplitude. 

(B) Correspondence to classical force equation. 

In the treatment of the single particle system, we found the 

correspondence 

<7> j^/ ** 

(8) ^ ^ 

For the two particle system we have the additional term 

Making the dipole transition 

r 1 .1 ffi) *>. |<-^|x|&>\1 + <&I f'l#<$>)-*7, 
( J * d 

Noting <*ei / i &«>- v/S1. d* = vr.. , and using (8), 

S/f*; 

ij 

But 
9** = 

=• Hentz vector potential at 

due to dipole at R^, and 

0?-> x.'l/T.M = = 
field at R. due to dipole at R. , 
J i 
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Thus, 

. v <ksr) 
(10) </** **<$-*<) JISl 

™ Jfym £0 " 

and equation (I) corresponds to 

(H) £ A6i ■* J Z^ — (^, J £g‘ -t 4:/*] 

Equation (11) agrees exactly with the classical resonance equation. It 

is also obvious that <£/*'corresponds to the total field 

CeZ.ti.4) in the dipole limit. I ^ ^ ^ 

(C) Solution of scattering problem. 

Solving (I) directly, we obtain for the nuclear excitation amplitudes 

S/e 
<i2) ^o) A*- . )^_qj f 

/C-' X —UFAJI 

J /-J*-* A 
l /f- /CA /// 

(13) 

To determine the radiated intensity distribution, we could use the 

photon amplitude (II). However, for a two particle quantum system, both 
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particles can be considered at the "origin," and the total scattering 

amplitude is 

(14) S2 = 

pO.) 

)Uz*)(■*)[ 

( / - JL - -g -*•-£  -A 

The intensity distribution is then obtained from = JZ77~ I \ 

As we shall see from the study of emission, the first term corresponds 

to scattering from the symmetric mode, and the second to scattering from 

the antisymmetric mode. In particular, if K is perpendicular to R, a case 

which classically we know will excite the symmetric mode, r 
we see that the second term vanishes. As will be shown in the emission 

study, the half width PC /*■ ^ J is simply the decay rate of 

the symmetric state; P (/ — ) is the decay rate of the anti- 

symmetric state. Also if KR 1, the second term ^ 0, and the first 

That is, if the two atoms are much less than a wave 

length apart, the interaction is entirely with the symmetric state. The 
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half width (2 P ) in this case is twice that for a single atom. Also, 

be obtained from second order perturbation theory, treating each of the 

atoms independently. Thus it is only near resonance that the exchange 

interactions must be considered. Classically, only near resonance are 

the radiated fields strong enough to influence neighboring oscillators. 

(D) Damping and Emission. 

We now consider the problems of damping and emission from an 

initially excited system. If we know the initial state at t^, and 

wish to know the probability of measuring a state at a later time t, we 

can write down the equation for the amplitude directly from the specific 

diagrams involved. For example, if the initial state is / I 0*0^ 

since | \ x , the emitted radiation is four times as 

intense. 

Off resonance ( p-4* reduces to 

the factor 

dependence. We note that the nonresonant expansion for could also 
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and if we wish to know the amplitude for measuring the same state at a 

later time t, the proper diagrams are: 

+ 
{ W', \ 

L.T. 

(16) 

J<yww^ 

v. _ * 

= < ?.&)'' = T9: Sfr-zu) *+(xt,x,) 
\ A '' 

Ay ^ . . \ 

[«•- &*(«<■)+ irc*j} f-, <Yri = i - t&c) %c-r> 

r s - - i /v*>J £&<•) = o - £ tiv) ^ 4^ 

Letting ^ -+- ^ fT(*c)~] » we have 
C/^c'= ~ C^) 

(17) / 0; 
/T/t'c-) 

6u 

V ?' M 
V A i°/ 

Had the initial state been I <Z^T> I <Z^Z> , the equation would 

be the same except the right hand side would be replaced by I / 

For a symmetric initial state, [ ^ 1 , etc. 
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We note that these equations are closely analogous to equation (J£)1 

for the amplitudes in the scattering process. There the right hand side 

/ Jl*'*' \ 
takes the form aj) l and <* “ < 

In general though, we first wish to determine the quasi stationary 

states -- that is, the naturally decaying excited modes. Each quasi 

stationary state j ^ characterized by a single complex energy 

\ -Ztejt, v 
and develops in time approximately as ~ I r Co)/ ~ ^ ^ 

it ' 

The state of the total system of atoms plus radiation field develops as 

A<w>lo> + £ Cfi) 

To determine the quasi stationary states, we solve the homogeneous 

equation associated with (/7) -- that is, we solve for the excitation 

amplitude when the initial state is completely unspecified: 

CO 

, •> iXg* 

P(^) JZ* 
/ 

Co 

t 

— o 

V 

4m 
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To first approximation we let ™ * 

JXA 

(18) — + E =£_ X J. X* 

o*Y = 
± t 

Thus for the two atom case, we have two semi stationary states: 

(19) | \,u> = fg., / 'j = %.,{ 

(i9)’ | = %, ^ j = f i *,,>1 <$,,> - M«>i 4*>) 

As we see, the quasi-stationary states are the symmetric and anti¬ 

symmetric excited atomic states. Moreover, the energies associated 

with the two states are given by (16): 

(20) -e^.) = ( A*<*.) 1- -£ ss7ZAS)* rc«.) «£&%) 

<20)' *tr> = ( a eoo ~ 4 * i r ^Sf) 

Therefore the symmetric state develops in time as 

(21) %60 * [A£M- 

with radiation width Z7=. (/■+ $**£*&) P , and energy level shift 
CTV 

AA&) = (44T-, * 
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Similarly for the anti-symmetric state; 

(22) %,<*) = 

with radiation width C / “ f > and energy 

level shift = C- 4- g°J*g-) 

Another method for obtaining these results once the semi-stationary 

states are known is to return to (17) and insert the appropriate initial 

conditions. For example, for the symmetric state: 

<*** \ / \ 
CO 

***** 
X 

ZL JX  
X AT-.* I 

Co I / 

wH '/CH <? tves 

= 
IA> 

6- A£C^) + eg*) + £&&)(/+ 

the LAPLACE transform of • Inverting and neglecting 

the branch point behavior, we again obtain (22). 

However, this approach is not necessary. The emission problem is 

entirely solved once the homogeneous equation (17) is solved. Noting 

that (17) is identical in form to our basic scattering equation (£) or 

(I)f, with incident field equal to zero, we see that these equations 

are valid for both scattering and emission. In fact it is obvious that 
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(£) is valid when /4j is any steady state external field which 

stimulates the system. 

There are several aspects to note in the emission solutions 

(21) and (22). For ~ O . Therefore in 

this case, the anti-symmetric mode is nearly stationary, while the 

symmetric mode decays at twice the rate of single atom decay with an 

intensity four times as great. 

Any other excited state can be expressed as a linear combination 

of lAy and |S^ and therefore will not be characterized by a 

single complex energy. Hence there are no other quasi stationary states. 

As an example, 

Since the symmetric mode decays much more rapidly (for small 

|K R| ), the initial state wil1 soon develop 

essentially into the anti-symmetrie mode | —^ . 
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V. Equation for N-Particlegf 

We can now directly extend our methods and write a general quantum 

expression governing the coherent optical properties of an N-particle 

system. 

Again we consider each particle to have only two levels -- a ground 

state i A> and an excited state | . We also restrict our 

consideration to single photon initial and final states, although 

multiphoton intermediate states are necessarily taken into account. 

We omit phonon considerations. 

Let a system of N such particles interact with a steady state 

monochromatic radiation field . Then the excitation amplitude 

^that the particle is excited is simply the amplitude that 

the partide is excited directly by the field plus the amplitude 

that the particle is excited by an exchange photon from another 

particle: 

rs* / 
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Fig. 1 Feynman diagrams contributing to the radiation interactions of 

N particles under the influence of an external field. The heavy double 

lines are the connected single particle excited state propogation 

obtained by summing over the diagrams for virtual photon emission and 

sents the external photon photon amplitude, and the line p is the 

propogator for the virtual exchange photon. It is important to allow 
* 

2 Zif . This takes into account the many photon intermediate 

states which gives a significant contribution. 

Carrying out the integrations as shown in appendix (I), we obtain 

&G) 
the simple coupled equation for the T : 

absorption, and virtual internal conversion. The wavy line /< repre¬ 

where (1) = steady state amplitude that nucleus (j) is excited 

is the matrix element of the nuclear interaction 

current operator (due to photon absorption e ). 

The sum is carried out over the nucleons (n) com¬ 

prising the nucleus. is the matrix element 

of the nuclear current due to emission e 
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(3) is the Feynman vector 

potential of the incident 

photon. 

is the matrix element of the 

retarded Feynman potential at 

due to a unit current 

at /?.• 

(5) ■* <? -x ) is the contribution to the single nucleus 

self energy and radiation width due to 

internal conversion. 

1/ J 
(6) & (o) — is the coherent radiation 

width and self energy. 

Equation (I) forms the basis of our work. It is a remarkably simple 

equation which written in the form 

states that the excitation amplitude of the ) particle equals the 

product of the resonance factor, times the coupling constant of the 

particle with the field, times the total amplitude for finding a photon 

at £ 

Once the excitation amplitudes are known, the Feynman ampli¬ 

tude for finding a photon at an arbitrary point R is 

(ID ^ a) - />:a) * Z *?*?*-*<) ?61 

We will call /!uU) the photon amplitude. 
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VI. Resonant Optics 

We now consider the particles to be at the lattice points of a 

perfect single crystal, and determine the resonant optical properties 

of such a system. The method of solution will be to first treat a 

plane layer of infinite extent, and then to extend to a crystal composed 

of M plane layers. 

(A) Plane Layer Solution. We consider monochromatic 

radiation 1^^ to be incident on an infinite plane 

lattice specified by the lattice vectors ^ 

X 

I * 

9* i * JL 

which lie on the x-y plane. Due to translational 

invariance of the system by a lattice vector, 

a) =^e***j J f- 

Substituting into (I), 

(2) 
l*r*J 

As shown in appendix (II), the summation over the lattice sites ^ can 

be transformed into a sum over the (xy)-reciprocal lattice vectors C, 
(s) 

V 1 

(3) jt—Z i*-%\ 
o-yJ 
*9 
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where 

(M fa, = y/f- Chj+K9)* 

(5) 5a _ - ^a.vr^) 
#•( 

The excitation amplitude of the nucleus is then 

(6) f4"*- ^ y =• '^r^rrTTTTSTIF^ 1^555)555-‘5 - *z(nk) 

and the photon amplitude at is 

(7) 

AC- 'ar<-xj 

Equations (6) and (7) correspond closely to the classical equations 

derived in paper (i) 

From equation (7) we see that the photon amplitude is a super¬ 

position of plane waves with wave vectors J /^y-+ Txj^J 

^(s) 
for O • The real part of the summation over Cx^ , correspond 

ing to and P(s^ imaginary, has the exponential dependence 

\il and damps out rapidly as JZl increases. As 1-Z1 & 
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though, the real sum diverges logarithmically. This divergence occurs 

because the lattice sum contains the self energy of a single particle. 

It can be removed by a renormalization procedure and the resulting 

damped wave is small and finite even at the surface. Except in the 

event of anomolous transmission, which will be discussed below, the 

real part of is on the order of ^^^p and gives only a 

small shift to the resonance frequency . Combining this 

contribution with , the sum £ is now over only those 

reciprocal lattice vectors for which J?cs) \/A'*- * 

is real. This sum gives the coherent radiation width for the system. 

For most directions and frequencies of the incoming radiation, 

the coherent width im is on the order of the single particle 

width (in fact, usually several orders of magnitude smaller). 

However, examining equations (4) and (5), it is obvious that for certain 

well defined values of K , there will exist a such that * ° 

and = °° . The coherent width ^ thus becomes infinite. 

From (6) we see that the excitation amplitude 9-6>
at the ef nucleus 

is zero, and from (7) we see that the radiated photon amplitude 

(the £ term) reduces to a single wave parallel to the surface. 
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For a finite extent plane, we have been able to show that this wave is 

an intense but narrowly confined surface wave (finite plane aspects will 

not be treated in this thesis, but we will sometimes refer to results 

we have obtained in order to understand some of the singular properties 

of the infinite plane solutions). Since there is no forward scattering 

to interfer with the primary photon amplitude , the system 

becomes completely transparent to the radiation field. This is also 

obvious from the fact that the nuclear excitation amplitudes are zero 

which implies no net interaction with the radiation field. 

An analogous situation arises in x-ray diffraction in the classical 

analysis of the Bonmann effect. An excellent discussion of the general 

features of the Bonmann effect is given in Ewald's recent review acticle.^^ 

The general idea from the classical viewpoint is that at well defined 

conditions, a standing wave can be set up within the crystal which has 

nodes at the lattice planes. Thus there is no effective electric field 

at the lattice points and consequently no interaction between field 

and particles. 
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/m 

We see here, however, and as pointed out in , anomolous trans¬ 

mission is in fact a single layer phenomena due to the strongly enhanced 

coherent width. For an infinite plane, this is not a resonance phenomena 

since the infinite coherent width dominates the frequency difference 

. However, for finite crystals we have found that the 

width enhancements are large but finite (~ ) > and anomolous 

transmission is restricted to resonance. 

(B) M-layers. We now consider the extension to a lattice of (M+l) 

plane layers of infinite extent. The lattice vectors are 

in the (xy) plane, and ¥C****x$ • Again because of the 

translational invariance by an (xy) lattice vector, r * ~ fa**- d * 

/* th 
(where refers to the ^ particle of the n~- layer), and 

equation (I) can be reduced to 

j 
i 

/n 
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where <£(H) — )-d&- Jand the 7^ are again the (xy) 

plane reciprocal lattice vectors (generally TfjJ• a3 4-3#7T ) The solution 

can be found of the form 

where the /C'/are complex and must be determined such that the (M+l) 

(9> ^ - 

equations (8) are consistent. For direct transmission-absorption a 

single value of A'‘’suffices, but near Bragg and Bonmann several values 

enter in. Substituting (9) into (8) and requiring consistency, we 

obtain the set of equations 

C / /?•> ^ ***   _ 
(10) Q.C/C) - 4 (T/ <z*sCfts)cd - <u* (*"*) ° 

(11) Z 9^. ( fi *&*>■*■«’*) = ° 
M' 

(12) Z 9\•• ( / _ o 
A?' ~‘c 

for all which enter 

for all 
V A3 

(13> £ - <£/£±*)C/ 

Equation (10) is the dispersion relation which determines the allowed 

values oiJ^\ This agrees with the classical result obtained in paper 

[Equations (19) - (23) of ^ are valid quantum mechanically, replacing 

(1) 
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the wave amplitudes J /fl* by the photon amplitudes 

and by 35^ "the 9^, are then determined from equations 

(11) - (13). 

Once the nuclear excitation amplitudes have been determined in the 

form (9), the contracted photon amplitude at /? is 

We now consider the various optical processes which can occur: 

(a) Direct transmission, absorption. 

If the angle of incidence is not near 

a Bragg angle, only a single component 

appears in the crystal 

with appreciable magnitude. Due to the 

smallness of ( yp* ) , the relation / Pc*) I &Cf<) I holds except 

near Bofimann. Thus we have from the dispersion relation (10), 

(15) /<7 = ^ . aa 
4 

For M large (> ~/O7) ,-C = 0 so (11) holds, 
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From (13), 

(i6) £ , = k^ayl 
^ QCx) 

Thus the nuclear excitation amplitude is 

(17) & 
v - O 

ta. ^ v_ 

<3ct) 

and the photon amplitude within the crystal is 

(18) (g>) = al^e. ^ ** ' 

In general we see that the internal photon field is refracted, as given 

by equation (15), and that the nuclear and photon amplitudes damp out 

y/7 TJ 

with increasing 2 . Near resonance, , and 

l\ —1\ 
almost total absorption occurs within 10 layers (10 cm). On the 

other hand, for , we see that there is little response 

from the system and that direct transmission occurs. For /<V< (£^-2^ ) 

a similar situation would exist, except in the x-ray region the inter¬ 

action will be primarily with the electrons. 

(b) Total x-ray Reflection. If the Bragg condition is nearly satisfied, 

only the two waves associated with the Cx mode will be present with 

appreciable magnitude. For near Bragg reflections from the (xy) planes, 
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(19) & ** s9tW-¥ £ / X ^ sTt/T -+ oi | ^ JAOAJLL 

which when substituted into (10) gives 

(20) 

Thus near Bragg, two /f'enter in, 

(21) K{+) = V- 

A^; = - o/A 

»<* 

Substituting into (11), 

(22) 
**> ( * ~ je. /V' 

&} 

and from (13), 

(23) = 
*GH 

'£*L *:) 
^77:7.* s^/~o+ 

We can now solve directly for the reflection coefficient: 

(24) ' 

t
 

i (V
 

?
 

*
N

 

where 

(25) 
7 

/ — -e 
/ -/ V / 

^ [ / _ ,-^cr^.y( / + 
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is the effective number of enhancing layers. For a thin crystal such 

that //W/2/ 5 then A/i , the actual number of layers. For an 

infinitely thick crystal such that A^ot | for all S , ^ C ^to*L / 

1 y/rh which becomes infinite as S~*> O, and correspond¬ 

ingly, I . This result is not restricted to resonance since /YlJ 

will always dominate Qoc) for sufficiently small S . However, for 

planes of finite extent this singularity in /W0 vanishes. Thus near 

total gamma ray reflection is restricted to near resonance. 

(c) Anomolous transmission and surface waves. We saw in analyzing the 

plane lattice that for well defined orientations of the incident radiation, 

.—(s') n * 
a mode could be just opened. When this occurs, > 'Cs')~ 

and total transmission occurs with an associated surface wave. 

For an M layer crystal, a similar phenomena can occur when a 

second order Bragg condition holds. This can be treated 

exactly using relations (10) - (13), and these calculations are being 

carried out at present. However, the basic features can be demonstrated 

when the condition ZHiolds exactly. Examining the matrix 

equation (8) we see that the single value of gives the con¬ 

sistent solution. Then and 

the (M+l) equations (8) reduce to 
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(26) & [ Q(/c) - * - i <d±iO&j _ ocrm)\ - ^ ^ 
o 

it 

S ince r(s ') is infinite, all nuclear excitation amplitudes are indenti- 

cally zero. The transmitted photon amplitude is 

a?) /IZ’CA) = /tick) f a; = />:«) 

and the crystal become totally transparent to the radiation field. 

(s') 
A wave ^ p r*v J parallel to the surface is also present when the channel 

) 
Cyy opens. Finite plane considerations show that this wave is 

intense but narrowly confined to the entrant surface, and carries away 

very little energy. 

When the condition does not hold, it is still of course 

possible for a channel ^ to open. There is no enhancement by the 

number of layers (M+l), but due to the singularity, the treatment of 

the width /(j*J becomes ambiguous. However, for finite crystals 

^ and ^he ambiguity is removed. 

If /<- satisfies a second order Bragg condition, the Bonmann 

transmission channels and associated surface waves will only open for 

— 4 
certain very precisely defined directions of /<^ . For^directions 

Bragg reflection is obtained. 
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Thus we have the interesting resonance feature that (for m Zmfr ) 

as the crystal is rotated about the M -axis, for most angles near total 

reflection given by equation (24) occurs, but for the well defined 

directions ~ ]* = O we obtain near 

total transmission and a simultaneous surface wave. As we change 

from the Bragg condition, near total absorption occurs. 
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VII. Emission 

Finally we discuss briefly the application of equation (I) to 

single photon emission. In this case s O and equation (I) 

reduces to homogeneous form 

(i) </>\ 

This is not a true eigenvalue equation since the “Hamiltonian11 

«r)) also depends on *( . To first approximation though, we 

can set in the “Hamiltonian” and solve for the second 

approximation from the eigenvalue equation. 

For an N particle system we will obtain N complex values £0^ , 

and N corresponding semistationary states IO • The approximate 

time development is 

(2) I 9: Ce)/ = c 1 

and the amplitude for emission of a quantum I from an initially 

excited semis tationary | is 

(3) 
— <f*/>*/**> ** 

I K’> 
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To obtain the emission amplitude from a known initial state I 

which is not semistationary, we express I as a linear combination 

of the | 9^*^ , and calculate as shown in the two atom case. 

A detailed treatment of emission, including multi photon processes 

will soon be undertaken. 
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Appendix (A): Derivation of III-(l) 

0) ) = / -+ <C^rtr,rOl #+(*,*•,*) S+(1, i)I)I <£/,)> 

= /+ 7^> <4 u < i <*,«> ^r4‘^‘ h, 

M __ — * 

-c < **** i )> 

where 

J<*t, J**L = 5? ^ 
/ « fl 0 o 

Taking the Laplace transform of both sides of (1), we obtain 

^ /.* /»** ^ = -r + ■£rJ0‘«*J*6!. S&) T<4Uoi-*‘!/i'(i>1 

/ CtaT ^i) -if'*. 
'i-e 

— s -+ (s) Scs) fa tyUo/y-e f \fo 



Appendix (B): Derivation of IV-(I) 

r £%); = t, V j, 

+wct) 
C s » ,\ iCGf. 

-'-oA 

■**o<! tw c, /i fid 

^ -<6-/^ )^* 

. . -<r* -*/-£r 7i4> K 

V^j 

— je fcrS-'--- «*> - 

*» * y< JT^T* tto-JCti'f) 
/ "-ZC£,-*s«)? 

/w 

t C£,-<t-x')£ 

+ ^ /£*-*-<* * 



is an even function of Assuming that £Cj?) = 

q having simple poles at infinity, then 

O -l 6 

fXX 

s'AT* 

= 

Noting that EC^/”^a.~E ~^ 

we obtain ZP-&) 



Appendix (C): Derivation of VI-(3) 

6 

JZ 

(?) Using the relation 
I A-*T) = 

, 0 , , 
   3 f 
•iTT* Jte ‘ 

we can write 

Noting that 

(*) Z*0'* 
S 

Xin/| tlxjflLjfc UUU CTE'CaC 

X-lA UAUA 
HU tlU V U 

Therefore 



■Hgj-IVg 

Substituting (3) into (2), we obtain 

&) =• £ J 
J / - 

C^L -5£ 
>*- <£- 

)****»/ 

Z -* 

We evaluate the integral I by contour integration: 

Case 1): )*, We use the contour 

i = [jL±  ,' 

Case 2): 

We now use the lower contour to avoid the divergent exponential, and 

obtain 

■ •*/>*- T£)'IK 
JOL 



The negative imaginary (-2 77i) appears because the contour is 

clockwise. Thus for both 1) and 2) 

(S) T s 

7T £ _j£ 

Ty)' 

Case 3): > o 
\ 

- fas ^ ft* 
2.77c -g * d 

• LV/e'-Ofy+Ty}*- 

Case 4): /?* < & + )‘ , ^ <r o 

We take the lower contour and obtain 

z - ^l/< 
 \ ■■ ■■'■—rrui—■ .  which is the general 

v \/r*-- (Xy + I 

result for cases 3) and 4) 

All four cases can be summarized as 

&) z = — /7" ^ -£ 
' Z/*'1- la 

v'**- <V V' 
Substituting (9) into (-f) we obtain relation VI-(A-(3)) 

- rZV l- 

</ 

We note also that /<£ can be any planar vector and is not restricted 

to being the xy component of a vector of magnitude /£ . 
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